
Also if too tight there is a temptation to lever it off with an im-
plement which can damage the socket or else the cover can 
break off in situ.  If the cover breaks with the earth pin in 
place then the terminals become exposed, allowing things to 
be poked into the holes, thereby defeating the in-built safety 
mechanism.  

Similar guidance has also been issued by the Department of 
Health.   
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Background 

Plug sockets in the UK are made to an exacting standard; BS1363.  This includes a built in 
safety feature which prevents children or vulnerable adults from being able to push things 
into the terminals.  The top terminal is the earth and the lower two (live & neutral) terminals 
are protected by a cover which is only released when a plug is properly inserted into the 
socket.  In certain circumstances however, the use of plastic electrical socket covers can 
override this built in safety feature.   

The hazard 

Plug socket covers (often sold as safety acces-
sories) are not made to any particular standard 
and can vary in size and shape with the result 
that they can sometimes fit either too loosely or 
too tightly.  If too loose they can easily be re-
moved in any case.  If too tight, this can lead to 
widening of the spring contact which in turn can 
lead to arcing and a possible fire hazard.    

What you should do now 

Since plug sockets already have a built in safety mechanism, it makes no sense to replace it 
with a non-standard system.   

If you have any of these socket covers in use, you should remove them immediately.   

If your reason for using a cover is to prevent children or vulnerable adults from plugging in 
an appliance such as a heater, then you should make sure such appliances are safely put 
away and not rely on unregulated socket covers.   

Everyone home, safe & well 
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